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Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z)
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Introduction

This work presents a partial answer to a question raised by J. P. Serre in [H V],
Chap. l, § 17, namely to what extent it is possible to give a quantitative version of
property (T) for SL(3,Z). We remind the reader that this property is equivalent to the
following assertion:

Let S be a finite set of generators of SL(3, Z). Then there exists an e>0 such that
for all unitary representations π of SL(3,Z) in a Hubert space 3^π with no nonzero
invariant vectors and for all ξ E 3ifn one has the inequality:

(1)

Here we will obtain explicit examples of pairs (S, ε) satisfying (1) for all permu-
tation representations of SL(3,Z). Let us now describe two corollaries of our results
more precisely.

A. If π is an irreducible finite dimensional unitary representation of SL(3, Z) we
know ([Ste]) that there exists N e /V such that π factors through the principal con-
gruence subgroup

We denote by Nn the smallest integer for which π has this property. Moreover we
suppose that π is nontrivial, thus Nn*z2.

Let

= < | 0 l 0 ] , [ 2 l j J, j= — l, 0, l and the transposed inverses of these matrices>.
l\0 0 l/ \0 0 l/ J
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,1) 37

With these notations and definitions we have:

for all ξ 6 3tfn, where nn is the product of all distinct primes dividing Nn. Note that the
right band side of the inequality is bigger than

1 <· ' Λ
The inequality (2) will be a consequence of Proposition 3, § 2 and Proposition 5, § 4.

As stated before, all irreducible finite dimensional unitary representations of
SL(3,Z) occur in the action of SL(3,Z) on L2(SL(3,Z)/r), where Γ is some sub-
group of finite index in SL(3,Z). For the infinite index case we have the following
result.

B. Let π be the permutation representation of SL(3, Z) on L2(SL(3, Ζ)/Γ) where
Γ is a subgroup of infinite index. Then we have

,3,
|| £|| ~[8 + 2]/Ϊ5]1/2

for all £eL2(SL(3,Z)/T), and S is s before. Note that the right hand side of (3) is
bigger than 1/4. This inequality will be a consequence of Proposition 3, § 2 and Pro-
position 4, § 4.

Example. Let ρ be an irreducible non-trivial representation of SL(3, ffS) in a real
vector space V of dimension n and choose a basis of V such that ρ(8ί(3,Ζ))<=:8ί(η, Z).
In this way we obtain an (ergodic) action of SL(3,Z) on the n-torus r" = W"/Z" with
the following property:

for all/e L2(T") such that:

where m is the Lebesgue measure on T". Inequality (4) follows immediately from (3) by
considering the unitary representation of SL(3, Z) in

er={/eL2(Tn): f f(x)dm(x) = 0}
τη

which is equivalent via Fourier transform to a sum of representations of the above
type B. Indeed, the contragredient of ρ has no finite orbit on Z"\{0}.
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38 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, £)

Outline of the paper. In the first paragraph we establish a quantitative Version of
the relative property (T) for the pair (H, Z2) where H = Z2 χ SL(2, Z) is the semi-direct
product for the natural action of SL(2, Z) on Z2. In this case our result will include all
unitary representations of H. The bounds we obtain will depend on a quantity that
measures the extent to which a given set of elements in SL(2, Z) does not fix any
probability measure when acting on the real projective line. This quantity will be
estimated in § 4.

In the second paragraph we consider a subgroup R<SL(3,Z) isomorphic to
SL(2, Z) that normalizes two subgroups A+, A„ both isomorphic to Z2. We can then
apply the result of § l to the groups RA+ and RA_ to get a lower bound for

in terms of the angle between the subspaces of A+ and A_ invariants vectors.

In § 3 we obtain an estimate of this angle for all permutation representations of
SL(3,Z).

In §5 we will make a slight disgression on the relative property in general.
Namely we are interested in the following question: Given a semidirect product A χ Η
where A is abelian, what is a sufficient condition on the action of H on the dual A such
that the pair (A χ H, A) has the relative property (T).

Acknowledgements. I thank P. de la Harpe, J. P. Serre and A. Valette for their
remarks and suggestions. This work was strongly motivated by an idea of Furstenberg
(see [HV], Chapter 2, Proposition 2). I thank also the IHES for their hospitality.

1. The relative property

Let G be a locally compact group and L a closed subgroup of G. According to
Margulis ([Ma]) the pair (G, L) is said to have the relative property (T) if any con-
tinuous unitary representation that has almost invariant vectors has nonzero L-in-
variant vectors.

If G is a finitely generated group this means that for any finite set S of generators
of G there exists ε>0 such that for every unitary representation π of G with no nonzero
L-invariant vectors and all ξ e Jifn one has the inequality:

(5)

We will now construct examples of (S, e) satisfying (5) for the pair

(Z2xSL(2,Z)»Z2).
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,Z) 39

To state the result we need to introduce the following invariant. Let F be a finite
set of homeomorphisms of the real projective line P1 (US). We define

a(F)= inf sup τ&3χ\μ(γΒ)-μ(Β)\

where M1 is the space of probability measures on P^ P) and the supremum is taken
over all Borel subsets cP1^). Note that a(F) = 0 if and only if there exists an
F-invariant probability measure on Pl(ff$). If FcSL(2, Z) this happens if and only if
the subgroup generated by F is almost cyclic.

Example (see § 4).

"Ί'-.

Given a subset FcSL(2, Z) and a measurable fundamental domain D for the
action of Z2 on OS2 we define the following subset of H = Z2 χ SL(2, Z):

where m is the Lebesgue measure on M2. With these definitions and notations we want
to prove the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Let n be α unitary representation of Z2xSL(2, Z) in a Hubert
space ^ and let q be the orthogonal projection of J^n on the space of Z2-invariant
vectors.

Let ξ G 3ffn and (5^0 such that:

Then:

yeP

Corollary. Let n be a unitary representation of Z2xSL(2, Z) with no nonzero
-invariant vectors. Then for all ξ e J^n we have:

Remark. The proof below shows in fact that if F is any subgroup of SL(2, Z)
which is not almost cyclic then the pair (Z2 x F, Z2) has the relative property (T).
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40 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, 1)

Examples. Suppose that π is a unitary representation of Z2xSL(2, Z) with no
~2 · ο Λ Λ /ι °\nonzero Z -invariant vector. Set n = l l , ή =» l I :

1) F = {n, n} and D = (- 1/2, 1/2) χ (- 1/2, 1/2) then

%-Y,, 1)4(04
and

- - 7=[8 + 2 1/15] 1

foralUeJf,.

2) F = {n2, n2} and D is s in example 1) then

p- u
7=-l ,0 , l

α (F) g 1/2 (see§4)

and

(6)
seP

for all {eJ£.

Remark. F = {n2, n2}, D = (0,1) χ (0,1) then

'- u i((M(GVj = 0,l ,2 (Λ\υ/ / \V/

For this P Gabber and Galil derived ([GG]) the inequality (6) (with the same constant)
for all unitary representations of Z2xSL(2,Z) obtained by letting this group act on
the subspace of functions in P((Z/mZ)2) orthogonal to the constants (m e /W).

To prove Proposition l we first need to establish the corresponding assertion for

Proposition 2. Lei ω be a continuous unitary representation of US2 χ SL(2, Z) in a
Hubert space $fm and Q the orthogonal projection of Jtfm on the space of K2-invariant
vectors.
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 41

For all ξ€3?ωαηά δ^Ο mth

we have:

seF

Proof. Let P be the spectral measure of the restriction of ω t o M2. This is a map
which associates to each Borel set Baffi2 an orthogonal projection P(B) of Jî , which
has (among others) the following properties:

(a)

(b) -> <P(B)£|O is a positive measure on H$2 of total mass ||ξ||2, for
any < ^ Ε ^ ω .

(c) = P({0}).

(d) P(sB) = a>(s)-*P(B)a>(s\ seSL(2,Z).

Let now ξε #>ω9 \\ξ\\ = 1 and

Consider the restriction of the probability measure B— *(Ρ(Β)ξ\ξ) to M2 — {0}
and let μ be its direct image on P1 (M) via the canonical projection:

p : AP2 -{0}-* P1 ( ff).

By hypothesis on ξ we have μ(Ρ1(ΰ$))^δ. For s e F, BcP1^) and B' = p""1(B) we
have:

have:

ξ + ξ)\(ω(5)ξ- ί)>.

Note that if /l is an orthogonal projection and ζ, η vectors with ||ζ|| = ||̂ || we

using Re <*/ — ζ\η + ζ) = 0 and the fact that 2 A — I is unitary.

This implies:

l
\μ(8Β) — μ(Β)\ ^— ||(0(s)£ -h ζ\\ ||co(s)^ — ζ\\ =1/1 — (RZ

Taking the supremum over s and and the minimum over all μ with μ(Ρι(Μ))^δ one
obtains the result. Q. E. D.
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42 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, 1)

Remark. The idea of the proof of Proposition 2 is taken from Furstenberg's
proof of the relative property of (M2 x SL(2, $)9 OS2). See [HV], Chap. 2, Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 1. To derive Proposition l from Proposition 2 we relate the
coefficients <π(?ΚΙΟ of the representation π of Z2xSL(2, Z) to coefficients of co, the
representation of ff$2 xSL(2, Z) induced by π.

More precisely, let E be the quotient of K2 χ «^ by the following action of Z2 :

x(y, ξ) = (χ -h y, π(χ, /) £), χ e Z2

and 3%*ω the space of L2-sections of the canonical projection:

_ . /π>2/·7ρ2
— » #G / .

Then ?2xSL(2, Z) acts by measure preserving homeomorphisms on P2/Z2 and thus
unitarily on « ,̂. Denote by ω this unitary representation. Given a measurable funda-
mental domain D for the action of Z2 on M2, for each vector ξ e 2tfn we have an
obvious section of

_ . πτ>2/·π2— ̂  M 1 4L

denoted by «/(ξ). This defines a linear map J\^— »^ which has the following
properties:

(a) J is an isometry.

(b) For all s e SL(2, Z) and ξ e Jf„ we have:

<ω(0, s

(c) Let β (ή resp.) be the orthogonal projection of J ,̂ (Jtfn resp.) on the subspace
of I 2 (Z2 resp.) invariant vectors. Then «/ =

The verification of these properties is easy and left to the reader.

Now let ξ € ̂  and <5 ̂  0 such that

Then ^(ξ) verifies:

and Proposition 2 applied to ω and ./(ξ) shows that:

min |Re <c
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 43

It follows from the definition of P:

P = {(x, s) e Z2 xF: m([x + s(D)] n0)ΦΟ}

and property (b) that:

seF

= l/l-a(F)2<52||£||2. Q.E.D.

2. Thecaseof SL(3,Z)

Let ^f be a Hubert space and 17, F two closed subspaces. We define the "cosine"
of the angle between U and V to be

= sup

if t/ and F are nonzero. If U = {0} or F = {0} we set jS([7, F) = 0.

Remark that if Pv (resp. Pv) denotes the orthogonal projection on U (resp. F)
then /?([/, F) = ||Ρ[/ΡκΙΙ where || || denotes the operator norm.

Consider the following two subgroups of SL(3, Z):

f/1 ° Χ

^ = 0 l x
i\0 0 l

r / l Ο 0\
^l_ = < 0 l 0 h^

which together generate SL(3, Z).

For a unitary representation π of SL(3,Z) in Jtf* and for the subspace F+ (F. resp.)
of vectors fixed under A+ (A_ resp.) we set n = (V+, F_). In this paragraph we shall
prove a lower bound on

max

in terms of n, for suitable subsets ScSL(3, Z).
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44 B rger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z)

Construction of S. The following subgroup of SL(3, Z) normalizes A+ and A_:

if g °\ }R = <{ 0 :geSL(2,Z)y
tVo 0 l/ J

and the subgroups /?Λ+ and ΛΛ_ are isomorphic to Z2xSL(2, Z) via the isomor-
phisms

' g A
, ο ι)-«*·*

/ g J\ ^,.^,.,9~w ?/ ( t g x'tg}'
Given a subset Fc:SL(2, Z), a measurable fundamental domain D for the action of Z2

on M2 and P the associated subset of Z2 χ SL(2, Z) (see § 1)

P = {(χ, γ) e Z2 x F: m([x + y(D)] nD)=|=0}

we define

Examples. 1) If F = {n, n} and D = (-1/2, 1/2)2 then S is the set of matrices

/l l A /l 0 OX
0 l 0 ) , l l ; ) , ; = -!, 0,1

Vo o i/ \o o i/
and the transposed inverses of these matrices (|S| = 12).

/ l IV
2) If F = {«2, n2} and D = l —, - l then S is the set of matrices

/l 2 A /l 0 OX
( θ l 0 U 2 l j \, ; = -!, 0,1
\0 0 l/ \0 0 l/

and the transposed inverses of these matrices (|S| = 12).
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 45

Given these definitions we have:

Proposition 3. Let n be a unitary representation of SL(3,Z) in a Hubert
space 3CK.

1) // V+ Φ {0} and V_ Φ {0} we have for all £ e Jfw:

(F)(i- ,nav»f i / {*(F)(l- n)J\
max|N(5K-<^ 2-2/l- M [
ses v- r L 2 J J

2) // F+ = {0} or V_ = {0} we have for all ξ e =?Τπ:

max|
seS

Remarks. 1) It is easy to see that property (T) for SL(3,Z) implies the
existence of a constant c < l such that n^c for all unitary representations π with no
nonzero fixed vectors. Proposition 3 shows that the converse is also true.

2) The results A and B stated in the introduction are now direct consequences
of Proposition 3 applied to the set S of example 2), together with the bounds on βπ
obtained in § 3.

Proof. Let π be a unitary representation of SL(3,Z) in a Hubert space 3% and
q+ (<?_ resp.) the orthogonal projection of «^ on the subspace V+ (V_ resp.). Let ξ e ̂
with || ξ || = l and define δ+, δ_ by:

Setting S+ = φ+^Ρ), S_ = φ~ι(Ρ], Proposition l, § l implies:

(a)

(b)

If the left hand side of (a) or (b) is negative then

max||7t(gK-i||>l/2||{||
geS

and the proposition is proved. If not, then the inequalities (a) and (b) are equivalent to:

Thus:

1 l
l <(#+ + q_)ξ\ξy}*^(x,(F)(l

2 2
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46 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z)

In other words:

This and the equality \\q+ + g_|| = l + βπ (see Lemma l below) proves Proposition 3. 1).
Proposition 3. 2) is an immediate consequence of the corollary of Proposition l, § 1.

Q.E. D.

The equality ||9+ + β_|| = 1 + βπ depends only on the Euclidean structure on Jifn
so that we have to prove the following:

Lemma 1. Lei E be an Euclidean space and q (p resp.) be a nonzero orthogonal
projection on a subspace U (V resp.). Then we have:

Proof. First a general remark: let u, v e E||ti|| = ||t?|| = l, w = w + t;, and let Pu
(resp. Pv) be the orthogonal projection of E on OSu (resp. PSv). Then we have by direct
computation:

Suppose now u e U and t; € V then:

This proves that l + (U,V)£\\p + q\\. Now we prove the opposite inequality. If
dim E = l there is nothing to prove. If dim E = 2 we can suppose that U and V are two
distinct lines in E. The two bisectors of t/, V are eigenvectors for p + q and the equality
(7) shows that the largest eigenvalue is l -h (U, V). Thus \\p + q\\-l + (U9 V). Now let
E be arbitrary. Taking ξ e £, ||(|| = 1 we consider P (Q resp.) the orthogonal projection
of E on Kp (ξ) (Mqf resp.). Then we have:

where T is the orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by p (ξ) and #(£)· By the
preceeding discussion we have:

which implies:

||p + i || £1 + 0(17, 10- Q.E. D.

Remark (referee). Let u = l — 2p, v = l — 2q, u and v are involutions on Jjf and
hence define a unitary representation of the infinite dihedral group D^. Via direct
integral decomposition one is reduced to prove Lemma l for dim^f = l, 2.
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL (3, Z) 47

3. The angle estimate

In this paragraph we will estimate n in the case where π is a permutation re-
presentation of SL(3,Z). We first treat the case of the action of SL(3,Z) on
L2(SL(3, Z)/F) where Γ is of infinite index in SL(3, Z).

Proposition 4. Let Γ be a subgroup of infinite index in SL(3,Z) and V+ (resp. V_)
be the space of A+ (resp. AJ) invariant functions in L2(SL(3,Z)/F). Then V+ and V_ are
orthogonal.

In other words, if π denotes the representation of SL(3,Z) on L2(SL(3,Z)/F)
then βπ = 0.

Proof. We will need the following result of J. Tits ([T]): if N is a natural number
and Ω is a subgroup of SL(3,Z) containing the N'th power of the 6 elementary
matrices Id + EI7 (/Φ;) then Ω contains Γ (N2), in particular Ω is of finite index in
SL(3,Z).

Suppose that V+ and V_ are not orthogonal. Then there is a finite orbit 0+
(0_ resp.) of A+ (A_ resp.) on SL(3, Ζ)/Γ such that O+ n O_ Φ0. Let Γ be the stabilizer
of χ Ε Ο+ n 0_. Then F' is conjugate to Γ and F' η Α+ (Γ' η A_ resp.) is of finite index
in A+ (A_ resp.). In particular there is an m e /W such that F' contains

and thus contains also

/ l 0 OX
and I m 2 l 0 ].

V 0 0 l/

These two matrices are commutators of some of the preceding ones.

Now Tits' result implies that Γ' (and thus F) is of finite index in SL(3,Z). This
contradicts the assumption on F. Q.E.D.

The rest of this paragraph is devoted to the estimate of βπ for finite dimensional
unitary representations of SL(3,Z). Since the discussion will involve various rings, we
introduce the following notation: Let A be a commutative ring with identity. Then:

A_(A) =
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48 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z)

The following is our main result:

Proposition 5. Lei Zp be the ring of p-adic integers and n a continuous unitary
representation of SL(3, jfp) with no nonzero fixed vector. Let V+ (V_ resp.) be the sub-
space of A+(£p) (A_(£p) resp.) invariant vectors. Then:

Corollary. Let π be an irreducible nontrivial flnite dimensional unitary represen-

tation of SL(3, Z). Then βπ^

We show first how to deduce the corollary from Proposition 5. For this we need
the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Let El9 E2 be flnite dimensional Euclidean spaces and F1? Wl (resp.
V2, W2) subspaces of E^ (resp. E2)· Then:

, ® V2, W, ® W2) = (V1, W,) (V2, W2).

Proof.

V2, W, ® W2)=\\PVlvV2P

PwM = \\Pv1Pw1 ® Py2Pw2\\ = ll^^ll H^V, *VJ

= (V1,W1) (V2,W2). Q.E.D.

Proof of the corollary. We can Interpret π s a representation of

k
where Νπ = f| pj1' is written s a product of distinct primes. Due to this representation

i = l
as a product we have the decomposition:

π,· being a nontrivial irreducible representation of SL(3, Z/pf
WiZ) in ̂ .
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 49

Because

the decomposition (8) induces an isomorphism

k
V ~ fy± =

where V±(nt) is the subspace of ̂  consisting of A±(^/p^Z)-RxQd vectors. Proposition 5
shows that (V+(iti)9 V_ (π,·)) ̂  1/|/ρϊ and by Lemma 2 we are done. Q.E. D.

To show Proposition 5 we first need to show an analogous result for SL(2, Zp).

If A is a commutative ring with identity we consider the following subgroups
of

Then we have:

Proposition 6. Lei n be a continuous unitary representation of SL(2, Zp) in a
Hubert space 3C with no nonzero fixed vectors and W+ (resp. W_) the subspace of N+(ZP)
(resp. N_(ZP}} fixed vectors. Then:

Proof. We can suppose that π is an irreducible representation of SL(2, Z/p"Z)
for some n^ l and Μ'+ΦΙΟ}. Thus π occurs in the regul r representation of
SL(2,Z/p"Z) on SL(2,Z/pwZ)/W+(Z/pnZ). We identify this homogeneous space with

V„, the SL(2, Z/pnZ)-orbit of ( M in (Z/p"Z)2:

Vn = \( }: a or b is a unit in Ζ/ρΠΖ ̂ .
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50 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z)

Let W+(ri) (resp. W.(n)) be the subspace of l2(Vn) consisting of JV+(Z/pnZ) (resp.
JV_(Z/pnZ)) invariant functions orthogonal to the constant ones. We prove by induction
on n that:

+ u _ - u +VP
\u.

for all u+ 6 W+ (n)9 u„eW_(n).

Case n = l: V, = <(* J e(Z/pZ)2 :( * ]φ K jj. Let F+ (F_ resp.) be the set of

fixed points under N+ (N_ resp.) in Vv. For /eF = F+uF_ we denote ipf (resp. tpjr)
the characteristic function of the N+ (resp. N„) orbit of /.

{φ/ι/EF} resp. { i p J ' . f e F }

is an orthogonal basis of the space of N+ (resp. N_) invariant functions in i2(Ft). Let

then

= Σ χ/ψ/, Μ-= Σ

= Σ

_ i i 2 = p Σ W2+ Σ W

Σ xfyf+( Σ χ/)( Σ
/eF_ /'eF-

Set JST±= Σ χ/· Then:

Σ
/6F_

If u+ e W+(l) then

Σ
/e*V

V 1x124.1 V IxL [ / l p/k r

^ = 0 and s the right band side of the inequality we get:

/—l/p \\u.\\2

Let r„ : F„ ̂
of reduction modp""1. Define:

: SL(2, Z/p"Z) -* SL(2, be the maps

byS„/(x)= Σ
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL (3 , Z) 51

Then — - Sn is an gn-equivariant isometry between (KerSJ1 and /2(Fn_1). By in-

duction hypothesis it suffices to estimate the angle between the subspaces of N+(£/pnZ)
and N_(Z/pnZ) invariant functions in KerS„.

We have an orthogonal decomposition of Ker Sn given by restricting the functions
on Vn to the fibers of rn:

KerS = I2r^(x}»

where /2(r~1(x))° is the subspace of functions in /2(r~1(x)) orthogonal to the constants.
Let

N± (x) = {g € N± (Z/p"Z) : g preserves r~ l (x)}

and V±(x) the subspace of I2(rn1(x))° of N± (x)-invariant functions. The subspace of
N± (Z/pnZ)-invariant functions of KerS„ is then contained in

so that it suffices to estimate the angle between V+(x) and V_(x).

If χ = ( ] with α · & Φ θ (in I/pn~lI] one verifies easily that all N+(x) and N_(x)
_

orbits in rn
 x(x) have the same number of points namely p, and that every N+(x) orbit

meets every N_(x) orbit in exactly one point. From this it follows easily that V+(x) and
V_ (x) are orthogonal.

If x = i j, α a unit in I/pn~lI then

a' being a fixed unit such that a' = α modp""1. Then

and
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52 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,1)

If we identify r"1 i | with (Z/pZ)2 in an obvious way, the action of N+(x) and N_(x)
becomes

l z\ (c\ (c + zd\o .rUH )·
pn-l ij 1 ^ ) ~ ~ 1 ^ α ' +

For i e Z/p Z let <ρ,+ be the characteristic function of <l )> = ./V+(x) l l and φ, the

characteristic function of N_(x) i l = <( J : j ;=t=0>· . For >»ΦΟ, yeZ/pZ, v>y is the

characteristic function of

Then {φ,+, i/jj,: t, y eZ/pZ, )^ΦΟ} is an orthogonal basis of the JV+(x)-invariant func-
tions and

is an orthogonal basis for the N_ (x)-invariant functions.

Let:

«+=Σ*«<ρ Ι
+ + Σ Λν,.

Then:

Ι Ι " + Ι Ι 2 = Σ Κ Ι 2 + Ρ Σ ΙΛΙ 2 >

Ι Ι « - Ι Ι 2 = ρ Σ Ν 2 >

if M_ is orthogonal to the constants: ]Γ zf = 0 and
t

|<«+Ι«->|^(Σ W2)1/2 (Σ N2)1/2^ -l/p
/o\

The case x = ( l is completely analogous. Q.E. D.\bf
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,Z) 53

Remark. The proof shows that the inequality of Proposition 6 is sharp.

Let us define the following subgroups of SL(3, A):

l χ y\
Ο a b \:ad-bc = l;x,y,a,b,c,
Ο c d'

1 Ο Οχ
Ο α b \:ad-bc = l;a,b,c,deA
O c d /

Lemma 3. Let F± fee t/ie subspace of A±(Z/p"Z) invariant functions in

/2(SL(3,Z/p"Z)/P(Z/p"Z))

which are orthogonal to the constants. Then we have for all u+ e V+ , u_eV_\

— - +
I/P

The proof will be given further on.

We identify SL(2, A] with S (A) so that Λ/+ and N_ becomes:

r/l Ο Οχ ^
N+(A) = < l Q l α \:aeA\,

i.\0 0 l/ 3

r/l 0 OX l
#_(Λ) = ·Μθ l O J : a e X > .

l\0 α ϊ / 3

Lemma 4. Lei W+ (£_ resp.) fce t/ie subspace of Λ+(Ζ/ρπΖ) (ΛΓ_(Ζ/ρ"Ζ) resp.)
invariant functions in

/2(P(Z/pnZ)/S(Z/pnZ))

w/iic/ί are orthogonal to the constants. Then we have for all e_ e E_ and w+ e W+ :

+ - ^I/P
e
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54 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, 1)

Proof of Proposition 5. We can suppose n is an irreducible nontrivial represen-
tation of SL(3, Z/pnZ) for some n ̂  l and V+ Φ {0}, V_ Φ {0}.

If π has a nonzero P(Z/pnZ)-invariant vector π is contained in the regul r re-
presentation of SL(3, Z/p"Z) on /2(SL(3, Z/p"Z)/P) and we can apply Lemma 3.

Suppose π has no nonzero P(Z/pnZ)-invariant vector. Note that F_ is contained
in the space of JV_(Z/p"Z)-invariant vectors.

Decomposing n\P into irreducible components we are left with the following
problem: For a nontrivial irreducible representation ω of P(Z/p"Z) estimate the angle
between the subspace of JV_(Z/pnZ) and ^4+(Z/pwZ)-invariants. If ω has a nonzero
S(Z/p"Z)-invariant vector, ω is contained in P (P/S) and we apply Lemma 4. If ω has
no nonzero S(Z/p"Z)-invariant vector we apply Proposition 6 to the irreducible com-
ponents of co\s . Q. E. D.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let us introduce the following notations:

, i tofQ.I tis the SL(2,Z/pmZ) orbit of ( M . It has |FJ=p2m(l-p-2) elements.

)2, (m^n-1) is the SL(2,Z/p"Z) orbit of

Finally Rm denotes a set of representatives of f/m in Un (n ̂  m).

We identify SL(39I/pnI)/P(I/pnZ) with Ω, the SL(3,Z/p"Z) orbit of i 0
in(Z/pwZ)3: \0

. .Ω = < l b ι : at least one coordinate is a unit >.
t \ c' J

Recall that the action of ./t+(Z/pnZ) on (Z/p"Z)3 is given by

/l Ο χ\ /α \ /a - fxc \
0 l y \(b ) * ( 6 + y c ) .

\0 0 l/ \c / \ c /

From this one deduces that the orbits of >4+(Z/pwZ) on Ω are:

(a+) c € Uu: W: = |Q: w e (Z/p"Z)2}.
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,Z) 55

Then \Wc+\=p2tt.

in — l , d e R„-k, veVk:

|_ nt.d.cl — P

The action of Λ_(Ζ/ρ"Ζ) is:

/l Ο ΟΧ / α χ / α
ίο ι o J U J - ί b
\x y l/ \ c /

The orbits of /l_(Z/p"Z) on Ω are the following:

7m, t;e£m:

Denote by Fc
+, F^d>t?, Fj", Fw, Fm>d>l;, Fc the characteristic functions of the orbits

of type resp. (a+), (b^), (c+), (a_), (b_), (c_).
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56 Burger, Kazhdan comtants for SL(3,Z)

Let F be an A+(Z/p*Z)-mvanant function on Ω and H an ^_(Z/pnZ)-invariant
function. Then:

Vn k,d,v

H = £ywF~ 4- X ym.^F
Vn m,d,V V n

Their norms and inner product are:

(9) liF||2 = p2" Σ |xc|2 + Σ P20§"k)|xw.J2+I
l/n k,d.V Vn

Vn m,d,V U n

)+ Σ Λ·.*., Σ **'+Σ*«Α+Σ *M.. Σ &
ί/η K„ m,d,i; d'-=d(pm) Un k,d,v v'=-v(p*) Vn

Denote by hm:Un-+ Um the canonical homomorphism. We can write the second term
of the sum (9) in the following way:

Σ ΛΜ.* Σ xd'= Σ
m,d,v d'sd(pm) de n

where

n-l

— L, L
m -l veE

Substituting this into (9) and writing 7= Σ yv
 we °btain:

veV„

= Σ *Λ7+ζ+Α]+·Σ ΧΜ* Σ '+ Σ
C6t7„ k,d,t) ii' = i)(pk) »6K„

By Cauchy-Schwarz: |<f|H>| ̂  ||F|| T1'2 where

ceVn k —l veVk v' = v(pk) veVn

We want to estimate T under the assumption that H is orthogonal to the
constants.

In order to estimate the second term of the sum (10) we introduce an orthogonal
decomposition of l2(Vn) defined s follows.
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 57

Let T) : V„ — » Vj be the map given by reduction modp·7. Consider the linear map

defmedby Sjh(v) = £ h(v'), h e 12(V„). For; = -l we put S_1 = 0. Then:
v ' s v ( p J )

Define Kj to be the orthogonal complement of KerS;· in KerSj_1? j = 0, ..., n. In this
n

way we obtain an orthogonal decomposition of l2(Vn)=@Kj with the following
property: J=0

, heKt, hel2(Vn)9

then

To compute the norm of Sjh we make the following remarks:

(i) The adjoint Sf of S,· is given by S f f = f ° r j 9 fe l2(Vj), l £j£n.

( ) n*zj^l9 Q^l^j'>(Sjhl)°rj = p2(n~j)hl (because ht is constant on the fibers
of TJ). From this we deduce:

(11) \\Sjh\\2 = <(Sjh)orj\hy^ \\ht\\2.

We apply the preceding discussion to the function h(v) = yv and obtain:

Σ Ι Σ Λ-Ι^α-ρ'1)

(use(ll))

Ρ"~*ΙΙΜ 2 -Ρ»ΙΙ 2 .
fc = l

Substituting this into (10) we obtain:

(12)
ce n

Σ
ceUn
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58 B rger, KaMan constmts for SL(3,1)

Now we deal witfa the first term of the sum (12):

Ρ~2η Σ |y+ic+ l2-p""(i-p"1)ina+P"2"2Re[F Σ (ic
C6t/„ C6l/n Cel/n

The definition of tc and the hypothesis that H is orthogonal to the constants imply:

Σ <*.+Λ)~ Σ Σ Σ ΜΙ.^ Σ Λ--Ρ" Σ Λ—
ceUn

Thus:

r'2" Σ \Y+tc+ye\t--p-"(i+p-1)\Y\2+p-2" Σ Κ+^Ι2 ·
C6l/n C€ „

Now we apply Cauchy-Schwarz:

2 Γ „-1 Π Γ „-1 H

^ ι + Σ l*J Ι * Ι 2 + Σ Σ i^m(cj2l·
L m = l J L m = l veEm J

Recall that |£Μ| =

We obtain:

p-2" Σ \Y+tc+ye\2^p-2n Σ Κ+^Ι2^
.C6t7„

Σ Σ

Substituting this into (12) we obtain T^p"1 ||H||2 and thus

l
>liVi

Proof of Lemma 4. We parametrize a set of representatives of

by(Z/p"Z)2:

Q.E. D.

/l α b\
(a, b) -> l 0 l 0 J

\0 0 l/

In this parametrization ^+ acts s follows:

/l 0 xx
(O l y\
\o o i/

χ(α, ft) = (a, fr-f
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 59

and AL(Z/p"Z) like:

/l 0 Ox
l O l 0 }x(a,b) = (a-bc,b).
\0 c l/

Orbits of Λ+(Ζ/ρ"Ζ):

aeZ/p"Z, Fa
+ = {(a,x):xeZ/p"Z}.

Orbits of #_(Z/p"Z):

(1) i>el7B : Ffc- = {(x,i>):xeZ/p"Z},

(2) l £f g n - 1, u e Α.-, , χ e Z/p'Z : F^,, = {(*', pju) : x' = χ mod p'} ,

(3) xeZ/p"Z: ^ = {(χ, 0)}.

The inner product of an A+ -invariant function with an N_ -invariant function leads to
the same type of sums s the ones in Lemma 3 (in fact they are somewhat simpler). And
the method of estimating them is exactly the same, so we leave the proof s an exercise
to the reader. Q.E. D.

4. The value of «(/") in two examples

l
(a) «(F)^- tf

l-

1\ Λ 0\]

^ Jj.

Λ Λ Λ °\Proof. Let us denote s usual n = l / ' " = \ /· ^e identify P (US) with

S1 = {z e C: |z| = 1} in such a way that:

n(z) = -
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60 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3,Z)

We will use the following partition of S1:

b_

—— Ϊ

' 2 =

Let μ be a probability measure on S1.

(a) Suppose that for all Borel sets EcS1 we have

We apply this to E = a+ u &+ and use that

to conclude that μ(α+)^
band we have: n(a* u fe+)

In the same way one shows that μ(α~)^1/4. On the other
+ and n(a~) = a~ u b"^. Finally, with E = a4" u fc+ :

From this follows: sup \μ(ηΒ) — μ(Β)| i£ — .
BcrSl 4

(b) Suppose that |/Φ2£) ~ μ(Ε)\ ^ - for all Borel sets E c S1.
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL (3, Z) 61

Take = a~ ua+ ufc+ , then n2B = b+ and μ(α~ ua+)<a/2 by hypothesis. On the
other band, if ,4 = & + u f c ~ u a + , then n2A = a+ and μ(/)-μ(η2/1) = μ(6+ufe~)^l/2.

This proves that a(F)^ 1/2. By taking μ = - δ± +- <5_! one sees that a(F) = 1/2. Q.E.D.

5. The relative property revisited

In this paragraph we want to find the relevant property of the action of SL(2, Z]
on the 2-torus T2 which implies the relative property (T) for the pair

(Z2xSL(2,Z),Z2).

In particular we want to give a proof of this relative property without referring to
another group (e.g. US2 χ SL(2, US)) s done usually.

For the sake of clarity we will formulate our problem in a more general context.
Namely, let A be a locally compact abelian group and H a topological group acting
continuously on A by (continuous) automorphisms. The semidirect product AxH is s
usual the topological space A χ Η endowed with the group structure

(a9h)(a'9hf)^(ah(a')9hhf).

The group Aut^4 (and thus H) acts on the dual group A and we extend this to an
action on ^ the Alexandroff compactification of A. Then Aut A has at least two fixed
points in ^, namely e^ the trivial character and oo the point at infinity.

Proposition 7. Let X be a compact space on which H acts by homeomorphisms.
Let p'.X—^ ^ be a continuous H-equivariant map such that:

(i) p is a homeomorphism from the complement of p 1(eJ|e)up 1(oo) onto

(ii) There is no H-invariant probability measure on p (ejup (oo).

Then (A χ H, A) has the relative property (T).

Note. If A is discrete i.e. A compact we set ^ = . Then the conditions (i) and
(ii) have to be replaced by

(i') p is an homeomorphism from the complement of p"1^*) onto — {e^}.

(ii') There is no Η-invariant probability measure on p"1^*)·
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62 Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL (3 , E}

Examples. 1) Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over a locally compact
non discrete field k. Let H be a subgroup of GL(F); H acts on the dual vector space
F* and on the projective space P(F*). We assume that there is no ff-invariant prob-
ability measure on P (V*). Then the pair (FxH, F) has the relative property (T). Let us
construct the space X and the map piX-*^. Choose a continuous nontrivial char-
acter of the additive group k and identify Ϋ with F* in the usual way. Let Υ be the
space obtained by adding the hyperplane at infinity P (V*) to F* and let i : F* — > Υ be
the canonical injection. The space X is obtained by blowing up the point i (O*) e Ύ. The
map p is the composition of the canonical GL(F)-equivariant maps X— » Y and
Υ — * K?· By construction this map p : X — > V* satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 7.

We remind the reader that a subgroup H of GL(F) stabilizes a probability
measure on P (V*) if and only if it is contained in a compact extension of some group
stabilizing a line in F* (cf. [Z], Chap. 3).

2) Let F = ?" and let TczSL(n,Z) be a subgroup such that there is no
F-invariant probability measure on P(F*). Then (Ζπ χ Γ, Z") has the relative property
(T). The dual space of Z" is T". The space X is obtained by blowing up the point
O* e T". Then p~1(O*) = P(F*) and the hypotheses of Proposition 7 are satisfied. This
implies that if Γ is any subgroup of SL(2, Z) which is not almost cyclic, then
(Z" χ F, Z2) has the relative property (T).

Proof. Let π be a continuous unitary representation of A χ H in a Hubert
space 3?. Let P be the spectral measure of n\A. Then we have for each vector ζ e 3tf
a positive bounded measure μξ on A defined by:

Borel subset of . We have the following properties:

(a) For /ΐ6Η:μπ(ΛΚ = ̂ ο /ι.

(b) ΡθΓ/6^(Χ):μ,ω«»|/|2μ«

where / is the Fourier transform of /.

(c)

Now we consider μξ s a measure on ^. If J^ = {ξ e 3f : \\ξ\\ = 1} we obtain in
this way a map:

from Jfi into the space of probability measures on ^ which is compact for the weak
topology. Let now {ζηΐη^^ι be a sequence of almost invariant vectors. In particular
for each function /e L1 (.4):

lim||7r(/Kn-(f/)U=0.
»-"•° A
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Burg er, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 63

Then it follows from (b) and (c) that

lim |||/|2-|/()|2 ||=0.
n

Now if v is any positive bounded measure on A which is a weak accumulation point of
the sequence μξη then v has to verify:

l / l 2 -vH/Wl 2 'V for all feL^A).

In other words supp v = {£„,}. From this discussion we deduce that any μΕΜ1(Ααο)
which is accumulation point of the sequence {Μ(ξη)}η has its support in {e^, oo}.
Suppose now that π has no nonzero A -invariant vector, then P( s|t) = 0 and for ξ e Jfl5
we can consider M (ξ) s a probability measure on X whose direct image under
p: X — » ^ is M (ξ). But then any accumulation point μ of the sequence Μ(ξη)9 viewed
s measures on X would be an ff -invariant probability measure on P~1(^*)UP~1(00)·

This is a contradiction. Q. E. D.

We want to close this paragraph by discussing the following point: let Fxff be
the semidirect product of example 1) above. Then Furstenberg's proof of the relative
property of (Fxff, K) (see Proposition 2, § 1) shows that any continuous unitary re-
presentation of Fxff that almost has ff -invariant vectors has nonzero F-invariant
vectors. This stronger property does not hold for the pair (Znx SL(n, Z), Z"). Indeed,
consider the translation representation of ZnxSL(n, Z) on /o((Z/wZ)n), the space of
functions on (Z/m Z)" which are orthogonal to the constants. In this space there is an
obvious SL (n, Z)-invariant vector but no Zn-invariant one. However we have the
following

Proposition 8. Let n be a unitary representation of Z" x SL (n, Z) having almost
invariant vectors for SL(n, Z).

Then either there exists a nonzero vector which is invariant under a subgroup of
finite index of Z" or:

(i) if n ̂  3, π contains the natural representation of Z" x SL(n, Z) on ί2(ΖΠ);

(ii) if n = 2, π contains weakly the natural representation of Z2xSL(2, Z) on

In order to prove Proposition 8 we need to know the classification of
SL (n, Z)-invariant probability measures on the n-torus Tn = ffin/Zn. This follows from
the following result.

Proposition 9. Let μ be a SL (n, Z)-invariant ergodic probability measure on the
n-torus T". Then either μ is concentrated on a finite SL(n, Z)-orbif or μ is the Lebesgue
measure of T".

In order to prove this proposition we recall the following theorem due to
N. Wiener ([B], p. 54, 1.3.1).
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64 Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL (3, 1)

Theorem (Wiener). Let μ be a bounded measure on T". Then μ has no atoms if
and only if

m - Σ 14 W = 0.
- l 5g N

Proof of Proposition 9. Let μ be a SL(n, Z)-invariant ergodic probability
measure and suppose that μ is not the Lebesgue measure. Then there exists X e Zn,
J5f=f=0 such that (X)*Q. If m is the g.c.d. of the components of X9 the SL(n,Z)-
orbit of X is:

eZ", Υ primitive}.

From this follows that:

£ \μ(Ζ)\2 £ |/i(X)|2 · card {Fe Z* : Υ primitive, ||7|| £ N/m}

where c(n) is a positive constant which depends only on n. From Wiener's theorem it
follows that μ has atoms. Since μ is ergodic it has to be supported on one finite
SL (n, Z)-orbit Q. E. D.

To prove Proposition 8 we need one more result on almost SL(n, Z)-invariant
measures on T":

Lemma 6. Let (μη)^ι be a sequence of probability measures on the n-torus
T" = j$n/In such that:

(i) Hm 11^0^^11=0 for all yeSL(n,Z).
m-* oo

(ii) /UWW) = 0 for all ro£l.

Then (μΜ)η**ι converges weakly to the J^ebesgue measure.

To prove this lemma we need the following construction:

For each finite SL(n,Z)-invariant subset FcT" (hence FaQn/Zn) let TF
W be the

topological space obtained by blowing up each point peF. Then SL(n, Z) acts by
homeomorphisms on T£ and if F'cF we have continuous SL(n, Z)-invariant maps

. T1"» v T1* ·% . TT» v ΠΓηPFF> . TF -+ TF>, pF . Tp -* T .

Let fn be the projective limit of this System. This is a compact topological space on
which SL(«, Z) acts by homeomorphisms. If μ is a probability measure on T" such
that μ(<θ!η/Ζ*) = 0 then using the homeomorphisms
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Burger, Kazhdan constants for SL(3, Z) 65

we obtain on each T£ a probability measure μρ such that Ρρρ'(μρ)~μρ'· This defines a
unique probability measure μ on fn such that ρρ(μ) = μρ ([Βο], chap. 5, §8, ex. 19). In
particular the Lebesgue measure on Tn gives a SL (n, Z)-invariant probability measure
on T* denoted by L.

The point of our construction is that L is the unique SL(n, Z)-invariant
probability measure on T*. Let us show this: Let μ be an ergodic SL(n, Z)-invariant
probability measure on f* and μρ its direct image on Tp for all finite SL(n, Z)-
invariant sets FcT". In particular μφ is a SL (n, Z)-invariant ergodic probability
measure on T". If μφ where supported on a finite SL(n, Z)-orbit FaQn/Zn then /IF
would be supported on:

/€F

Let FF be the subgroup of elements of SL (n, Z) stabilizing each point / e F. Then TF is
of finite index in SL(n, Z) and the restriction of μρ to each component Pn~l(M)f is
TF -invariant. This would produce a probability measure on Pn~1(^S>) which is invariant
under a subgroup of finite index of SL(n, Z). This contradiction and Proposition 9
show that μφ is the Lebesgue measure of Tn, hence μ = ί,.

Proof of Lemma 6. The preceding discussion shows that we have an isometric
SL (n, Z)-equivariant map :

{μ 6 Ml(Tn] : μ(07Ζ") = 0} -> M*(f n).

If (μ,η)^! is a sequence in M1(f"1) satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6 any weak
accumulation point of the sequence (/im)m=i is SL (n, Z)-invariant. Hence (/Zm)«=i
converges weakly to L. From this it follows that ^m)^=i converges weakly to the
Lebesgue measure. Q.E. D.

Proof of Proposition 8. Let (£m)m=i be the sequence of almost SL(n, Z)-invariant
vectors with ||f J| = l, l ̂  m ̂  oo. Let P denote the spectral measure of π|Ζη.

If n g; 3 then there exists m^ l such that £m is SL(n, Z)-invariant, this because
SL(n, Z) has property (T). Then

where ξ = ξΜ

is a SL (n, Z)-invariant probability measure on Tn. If μ^ has atoms then there exists a
nonzero vector invariant under some subgroup of finite index in Z". If μξ has no atoms
it is the Lebesgue measure. In this case we associate to each function / on Z" with
finite support the vector:

1= Σ /(*)*(*){·
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Using the fact that μξ m the Lebesgue measure one verifies that for all

This shows that the map /— *η realizes the natural representation of Z*xSL(n5Z)
on /2(ZW) s subrepresentation of π.

If n s* 2 there are also two cases. If for some m ̂  l :

then there exists a nonzero vector which is fixed by some subgroup of finite index
in I2. If

ο 2 Ζ 2 Ο for all

we are in the hypotheses of Lemma 6. Hence the sequence (μ^)^=ι converges weakly
to the Lebesgue measure of T2. From this one deduces that for each γ € SL(2,Z) the
sequences of measures

also converges weakly to the Lebesgue measure.

Now let / be a function on Z2 with finite support and consider the sequence
of vectors

nm= Σ /(*)*(*){.·

Then we have:

<*(y, tinm\nm> - Σ /
x,z

s m — * oo this expression has the following limit

Σ /<*)7W- Σ

This shows that n contains weakly the natural representation of Z2>iSL(2, Z) on
I2(Z2). Q.E.D.
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